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Abstract: The connection between an intake fan and a ventilation shaft must be designed in such a
way that it minimizes the energy waste due to singularity losses. As a result, the questions of which
radius of curvature to use and if guide vanes have to be included need to be answered. In that case,
the variables such as the number, upstream and downstream penetration length, radius of curvature,
and width of the vanes, need to be defined. Although this work is oriented to mine ventilation,
these questions are usually valid in other engineering applications as well. The objective of this
study is to define the previously mentioned variables to determine the optimal design combination
for the radius/diameter relationship (r/D). Computational fluid dynamics was used to determine
the shock loss factor of seven elbow curvature ratios for a 3 m diameter duct and fan, with and
without guide vanes to estimate the best performing configuration and, therefore, to maximize the fan
airflow volume. The methodology used consisted of initially developing models in 2D geometries,
to optimize the meshing and the CPU use, and studying separately the number of vanes, upstream
and downstream penetration, radius of curvature, and width of the vanes for each curvature ratio
(r/D). Then, the best-performing variable combinations for each curvature ratio were selected to be
simulated and studied with the 3D geometries. The application of the guide vane designs for three-
dimensional simulated geometries is presented, first without and then with guide vanes, including
the shock loss factors obtained. The methodology and obtained results allowed quantifying the
energy savings and to reduce the CFD simulations steps required to optimize the design of the elbow
and guide vanes. The results obtained cannot be used with elbows in exhaust fans, because fluid
dynamics phenomena are different.

Keywords: intake elbow with guide vanes; primary intake; elbow shock losses; elbow design

1. Introduction

In underground excavations or tunnels for mining or other applications, fans are
commonly installed horizontally on the surface. An elbow connection is necessary to
supply the airflow volume underground through the intake raise or shaft. In addition,
the layout is usually constrained to a short distance between the fan and the shaft, due
to the available footprint or the need to minimize capital expenditure, which produces
significant shock losses resulting in energy waste. The elbow generates high turbulence
due to boundary layer detachment because of a high-pressure gradient. Therefore, the
performance of main fans located on the surface is limited by the elbow pressure loss
because there are no more openings to help distribute the airflow in parallel and reduce the
pressure loss. This pressure loss directly increases the network resistance experienced by
the intake fan. In addition, turbulent flows at a 90◦ elbow can cause strong flow separation
near the inner wall, which affects the performance of the duct system and can also cause
strong flow-induced vibrations and noise [1]. This effect is not observed in fans installed
vertically in shafts or ventilation raises.
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Several authors have studied the effects generated in the flow that passes through an
elbow, either for different Reynolds numbers, with different types of fluid, dimensions,
pipe roughness, velocity, radius-diameter ratio (r/D), or different angles of curvature,
among others. Modi and Jayanti 2004 [2] indicates that steep angle elbows severely distort
downstream flow up to 10 diameters or more and with significant pressure losses. Johnson
2009 [3] points out that when airflow changes direction in a duct that lacks guide vanes,
the duct walls must absorb the sudden impact of the air to redirect the airflow in the
desired direction. Several authors have developed specific studies that guide the design,
which have been considered for the development of this research work. The state of the art
presents various studies and applications, many of them concluding in the reduction of
the shock factor or pressure loss coefficient through the incorporation of guide vanes [2–9].
Within these studies, and by Enayet et al. 1982 [10], some incorporate various designs of
guide vanes and, therefore, have evaluated the benefits of both the reduction of the shock
factor (X) and the distribution of the flow downstream of the elbow, oriented to obtain a less
turbulent flow. Johnson 2009 [3] indicate that guide vanes help airflow make a smoother
and more gradual change of direction, resulting in less impact and, therefore, less force
transfer. In addition, he emphasizes that an elbow with guide vanes can be 800% more
efficient than the same elbow without guide vanes. Kotb and Ward-Smith 1988 [6] point
out that the main method to improve the performance of steep curves is to introduce one or
more guide vanes, due to two main reasons: the first is to improve the shape of the velocity
profile emerging from the elbow, reducing the peak velocities tending to an average; the
second is to reduce the pressure gradient at the elbow between high and low pressures to
tend to an average. Regarding the latter, its use is recommended only in elbows with high
radio of curvature, as it implies the introduction of additional surfaces that can increase
speed gradients and shear forces, and by default increases the friction factor.

On the other hand, Miller 1990 [8] points out that by using guide vanes the shock
factor of acute bends can be reduced to that of circular bends with less losses. Ideally, the
guide vanes should be closer to the inner elbow, but due to the thickness of the guide vanes,
they could increase resistance considerably, causing a blockage on the inside of the elbow.
Guide vanes within elbows are only justified if the radius ratio is less than unity and if the
guide vanes are thin, which must be less than 5% of the cross-sectional area. For radius
ratios greater than 0.7, a single deflector should be used, which could achieve a 50% loss
reduction.

Regarding the aerodynamic design of guide vanes, Sahlin and Johansson 1991 [11]
designed a battery of guide vanes with the aim of minimizing the pressure drop at a 90◦

elbow, within a wind tunnel (Re 40,000). The designed shape of the guide vane allowed
the velocity distribution on the suction side to replicate that of the chosen airfoil, obtaining
a crash coefficient with five guide vanes that was as low as 0.036 (Re 154,000), which
is approximately one-fifth of what is generally reported with traditional guide vanes.
Similarly, Lindgren et al. 1998 [7] experimentally and numerically studied the design of
guide vanes for use in an area-expanding elbow. Experimental results demonstrated that
properly designed guide vanes produce very low losses and retain flow quality, even at
fairly large expansion rates.

Liou et al. 2001 [9] studied the effect of the number of guide vanes in a 60◦ three-
dimensional elbow, with a rectangular cross-section that served as a combustion chamber,
where he used Laser-Doppler to measure the components of longitudinal, radial, and
angular velocity. The main conclusions of Liou et al. 2001 [9] were that the flow separation
gradient decreases with increasing radius of curvature and that the separated flow region
along the inner wall decreases with an increasing number of guide vanes. For the case
studied, it also concluded that the use of three guide vanes results in a friction loss almost
as large as the case without guide vanes, among others.

Modi and Jayanti 2004 [2] indicated that the use of guide vanes considerably alleviates
the flow distortion since the velocity profile is uniformly improved, but it induces friction
losses that, in gradual elbows, the reduction of the shock loss can generate even more
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friction loss. Furthermore, the use of multiple guide vanes follows the law of diminishing
returns with an increasing number of guide vanes and with an increasing angle of curvature.
Finally, he noticed that the loss coefficient is practically independent of the scale, but the
roughness of the wall is not.

In general, existing turbulent models accurately predict friction effects in numerical
simulations, but these models are not accurate enough to accurately predict turbulent
phenomena due to separation [12]. In this regard, Crawford and Cunningham 2003 [12],
using CFD modeling, carried out a series of simulations in pipe elbows with r/D of 0.65,
2.5, and 10, respectively, in order to determine the precision of the numerical models and
they were compared with experimental results. In particular, four turbulence models were
analyzed: the standard k-εmodel, the achievable k-εmodel, the k-ωmodel, and a Reynolds
Stress model (RSM). The RSM was found to have the best fit, producing accurate pressure
loss data for curves with r/D values of 2.5 and 10, however, for the tighter curve with r/D
of 0.65, the predictions were significantly worse due to the presence of flow separation,
stronger pressure gradients, and high flow line curvatures of 24% to 33%. Kumar and
Nandi 2017 [13] studied, using the k-ε turbulence model, the flow separation and velocity
distribution for incompressible turbulent flow through a 90◦ elbow of r/D = 1 due to the
effect of the installed guide vane and determined that the velocity distribution profile was
normalized, with very good results.

From the revised literature, it is determined that these works study separately the
pressure losses (and turbulence generated) in relation to the radius of curvature and
other design variables such as the number of guide vanes, the thickness of the guide
vanes, and aerodynamics. From the previous studies, specific patterns are obtained, which
establish the main parameters to be considered in the design of the connection elbow
between the fan and the ventilation raise, to which the penetration of the guide vanes
upstream and downstream of the elbow center must be added. Using the advantages of
CFD modeling, the present work develops a combination of these variables to find the
optimized design for the connection elbow for a mine ventilation application and different
radius of curvature/diameter (r/D) ratios.

In other application areas, such as water supply networks, Vlase et al. 2019 [14] high-
lighted the use of finite element analysis to study the behavior of high-density polyethylene
pipes by comparing the stress fields. This is an important consideration in terms of utiliza-
tion and availability of the ventilation network, as the elbow in the mining case is expected
to be in service for the life of the mine in most cases. As a result, any elbow failure could
result in reduced development and production rates and associated financial losses.

2. Methodology

In order to evaluate the head loss generated by the raise or shaft connection, it is
necessary to evaluate the loss due to shock resulting from turbulence. The shock factors
are obtained using the ANSYS Fluent computational simulation software, which also
allows the visualization of the flow behavior inside the geometries under study. First, the
main variables influencing shock losses were identified and selected based on a literature
review; then, two-dimensional cases are developed with these variables which are studied
to find the best vane designs. Subsequently, these designs are applied altogether to the
three-dimensional geometries, allowing an integral and closer representation of reality.
Finally, the shock loss value of each case is obtained.

3. Mathematical Model and Geometries
3.1. Physical–Mathematical Model

Guide vanes in an elbow generate a variation of the velocity and pressure distributions
in its interior, so this variation is characterized as it is carried out in an elbow without guide
vanes but with a modified value, which is based on the internal singular loss in the elbow.
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Singular losses are all those that occur when the airflow changes direction or the duct
changes in cross-section. These losses are calculated as a ratio of the dynamic air pressure
calculated at the singular point, according to Equation (1):

Hs = ks·
ρ·V2

2
, (1)

where Hs is the shock loss pressure (Pa), ks is the shock loss coefficient, V is the average
velocity (m/s), and ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3).

In mine ventilation, Equation (1) should be expressed in relation to Equation (2),
according to [15]:

Hx = X·ρ·V
2

2
, (2)

where X corresponds to the dimensionless shock factor (equivalent to shock coefficient). In
the case of the main ventilation, the singular losses or shock losses are usually smaller than
those caused by friction, although they can reach large values in those mines with a design
that makes the passage of air difficult. Shock losses can usually range from 10% to 30% of
the total energy loss [16].

3.2. Studied Geometries

A shaft connection usually consists of a large diameter steel pipe, formed mainly of a
straight horizontal cylindrical section including two silencers with a fan in between them,
followed by an elbow that connects the main fan to the shaft. This connection allows the
change of direction towards the interior of the intake shaft. This geometry can also be used
for exhaust fans, but its analysis is not part of this study. The 1.5 r/D ratio is recommended
for this type of singularity [3], but it leads to a higher consumption of steel and surface
infrastructure. Figure 1 shows the components of the fan and shaft connection.
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Figure 1. Shaft connection.

Seven types of simplified shaft connections have been considered as presented in
Figure 2. The diameter of the duct and shaft is 3 m. Each of them has a different r/D ratio,
but they all share the same dimensions for the horizontal straight section and vertical sec-
tion (which represents the intake shaft), corresponding to 4 and 25 diameters, respectively,
to match the dimensions to ensure the development of the flow and the restoration of the
pressure gradient [8].
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Figure 3a shows the graphic representation of the r/D ratio, where “r” represents the
radius of curvature of the elbow, measured from the center line, and “d” represents the
diameter of the elbow. It should be noted that the angle θ for all cases studied is 90◦. The
detailed view of the elbows with their dimensions is shown in Figure 3b–h.
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3.3. Mesh, Turbulence and Set Up

The meshing technique is mainly Multizone with dominant hexahedra in straight
sections. For elbows, the applied meshing technique is Patch Conforming with dominant
tetrahedra. For all geometry, a boundary layer mesh has been applied in 10% of the
diameter (30 cm). With these characteristics, a greater quantity of elements is obtained. For
the cases applied with three-dimensional guide vanes, a boundary layer mesh is added in
the design, improving the simulation of roughness and geometry changes.

A brief study of meshing independence was conducted for two-dimension geometries
in a short section. The meshing tested considers a 0.5 elbow ratio (r/D), with five mesh
densities shown in Figure 4 for 2D geometry. This graph considers three turbulence models:
k-ε Realizable, Shear Stress Transport (SST), and Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), which were
considered from previous studies related to shock losses.
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Figure 4 shows that the values are stabilized with mesh 3 (66,327 elements), since
using mesh 5 reduces the value of X by 8%, 3%, and 3% for RSM, SST, and k-ε models,
respectively, but increasing by 12.6 × the number of elements. Therefore, an increase in
mesh density is not justified, obtaining an appropriate size of 0.072 m (mesh 3), but with a
refined mesh for boundary layer zones.

Figure 5 shows the fit between the experimental and the simulated 3D SST turbulence
model of a circular section elbow. Differences in the simulation for SST, k-ε Realizable,
and RSM allow discarding the k-ε Realizable model. Then, knowing that the RSM model
usually has convergence difficulties and demands that the simulation be unsteady, the
Shear Stress Transport model is chosen, which can be used in a steady simulation with
similar results. For 3D models, Table 1 shows the number of elements for each r/D ratio
for no vane geometry, and Figure 6 shows the number of elements with and without guide
vanes for 3D models.

Table 1. Number of elements for each r/D ratio.

r/D Number of Elements without Vanes Number of Elements with Vanes

0 3,707,293 4,923,100
0.5 3,598,324 4,654,434
0.6 3,676,053 4,991,669

0.75 3,782,955 4,455,085
1 3,959,004 -

1.5 4,311,246 -
2 4,664,687 -
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In the beginning, the simulations were tested unsteady and compared with steady
results, with no significant differences except for low Reynolds numbers (>10,000). As a
result, steady conditions were used, because solver time was a critical variable for more than
220 different cases that needed to be simulated, which included 2D and 3D cases. The solver
was based on isothermal and incompressible conditions. Boundary conditions included a
velocity-inlet and pressure-outlet (atmospheric conditions at the outlet); 7 and 12 m/s inlet
velocity were tested, which corresponds to the minimum and maximum values used in
the mine ventilation shafts, with 2,230,088 and 3,823,008 Reynolds number, respectively.
Computations were solved with the SIMPLE scheme for the pressure-velocity coupling
and second-order upstream discretization for pressure, momentum, turbulence kinetic
energy, specific dissipation rate, intermittency, and momentum thickness Re. Residuals
were set to 10−5.

4. Results

The study of the guide vane is separated into three stages, where each one delivers
a result that is used as an input in the next step. These are: number of vanes, upstream
or downstream penetration, and aerodynamic design (thickness). Geometries in two
dimensions are evaluated with different vane designs and the shock factors for each one
are quantified, which are compared and used to select the design selected for the next step
of the study.
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4.1. Number of Guide Vanes

Six variations of the elbows were considered, with different r/D ratios of 0, 0.5, 0.6,
0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 7, where it is determined
that for the r/D geometry equal to 0 the optimum number of vanes is 6. However, according
to Modi and Jayanti 2004 [2] and Miller 1990 [8], having more guide vanes could add losses
and reduce X in the order of 0.06 per additional vane. In the case of a close to the horizontal
slope as presented between 4, 5, and 6 vanes, the overall optimum number of the vane is 4.
For r/D geometry equal to 0.5, the optimal number is 3; adding one more only reduces by
0.03. In the same way, for r/D equal to 0.6 the optimum is 2 and for r/D equal to 0.75 it is 1.
For the r/D ratios of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 no improvement is observed by adding guide vanes.
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4.2. Upstream and Downstream Penetration

The penetration considers the distance or projection beyond the vane elbow limit of
90◦, as presented in Figure 8. Table 2 shows upstream (a) and downstream (b) penetration
in the flow in meters, according to Figure 8. Nine cases to analyze optimal guide vane
penetration are considered, for the four types of shaft connection r/D that are convenient
to implement with ratios 0, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75.
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Table 2. Cases of the study of optimal penetration.

Case
Penetration

Upstream (m) Downstream (m)

0 0.0 0.0
1 0.5 0.0
2 1.0 0.0
3 1.5 0.0
4 0.0 0.5
5 0.0 1.0
6 0.0 1.5
7 0.5 0.5
8 1.0 1.0
9 1.5 1.5

The results of this step are presented in Figure 9, where it is determined that, for the
r/D geometries equal to 0 and 0.5, the optimal penetration is 0.5 m in “a” and in “b” (case 7
from Table 2), and for r/D equal to 0.6 and 0.75, the optimum penetration is 0 m in “a” and
in “b” (case 0 from Table 2). Case 0 sets 0 upstream or downstream penetration. Three
groups of cases are considered, with an incremental penetration rate of 0.5 m as compared
to the previous case as follows:

• The first group consists of generating penetration “a” (cases 1, 2, and 3)
• The second group consists of generating penetration “b” (cases 4, 5, and 6)
• The third group consists of generating penetration “a” and “b” (cases 7, 8, and 9).
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Figure 9 summarizes the simulated results, showing the shock factors for each case
in the geometries studied. This provides important information since it is observed that
in the r/D geometry equal to 0, both for groups 1 and 2 there is an increase in losses as
penetration “a” and “b” increase, respectively. This is due to the instabilities generated
by the downstream flow, with guide vanes only upstream (a) or only downstream (b);
however, when both guide vanes extended homogeneously to both sides, the flow stabilizes
much more, as happens with group 3 (cases 7, 8, and 9). Something similar happens for
the r/D ratios equal to 0.5, 0.6, or 0.75, although in the latter the non-extension of the
guide blade is even lower. Almost all cases agree that the optimal penetration of the guide
vane should be minimal (0.5 m). This is due to the fact that the friction surfaces increase
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generates an increase in total losses, although they reduce the turbulence, as discussed
by [2,8].

4.3. Aerodynamic Design

Parameters Rc and W are presented in Figure 10, where Rc corresponds to the cur-
vature radius of the vane leading edge (mm), in terms of aerodynamics. W corresponds
to the width of the vane (mm). Fourteen variations of the case with optimal penetration
have been considered, for the four types of shaft connection analyzed with r/D ratios 0, 0.5,
0.6, and 0.75. Parameters Rc and W are detailed in Table 3. Results are shown in Figure 11,
where the minimum value is the best. It is determined that for r/D ratio to 0 and 0.5, the
optimal aerodynamic design is 15 mm for Rc and W, for r/D ratio to 0.6 it is 7.5 mm and 15
mm for Rc and W, respectively, and for r/D ratio to 0.75 it is 5 mm for Rc and W. Figure 12
shows the velocity profile for the aerodynamic design to the selected 4 r/W ratio best prior
cases (0, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75).
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A selection is obtained from the previous results. Table 4 shows a summary of the
elbow with vane guide study that provides the dimensions of the best guide vane designs,
which are applied to three-dimensional geometries. The baffle designs obtained are easily
scalable to ducts of different sections and shapes that present a turbulent flow, see Table 5.

Table 4. Dimensions of the best vane and associated shock factors X.

r/D Ratio N◦ Vanes
Penetration Aerodynamics

X
a (m) b (m) Rc (mm) W (mm)

0.00 4 0.5 0.5 15 15 0.07
0.50 3 0.5 0.5 15 15 0.09
0.60 2 0 0 7.5 15 0.10
0.75 1 0 0 5 5 0.06
1.00 0 - - - - 0.04
1.50 0 - - - - 0.02
2.00 0 - - - - 0.02

Table 5. Determination of vane guide dimensions and associated shock factors X.

r/D 0 0.5 0.6 0.75

N◦ Vanes 4 3 2 1
a (m) 0.166D 0.166D - -
b (m) 0.166D 0.166D - -

W (mm) 0.005D 0.005D 0.005D 0.0016D
Rc (mm) 0.005D 0.005D 0.0025D 0.0016D

5. Applied Cases

The application of the guide vane designs for three-dimensional simulated geometries
is presented, first without and then with guide vanes, analyzing the shock factors obtained.

5.1. Elbow without Guide Vanes

Results of the fan-shaft connection geometries (elbows) without guide vanes are
presented as base cases, which indicate the behavior of the flow at different r/D ratios
for the most common cases applied. Figures 13–15 show that if the r/D ratio increases—
the pressure and velocity gradients and turbulence kinetic energy downstream of the
elbow decreases—the flow becomes more stable, velocities are more homogeneous, and
the stalling zone is reduced to a minimum d/D ratio of 2.0. The pressure gradient shows a
similar behavior.
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5.2. Elbow with Guide Vanes

This section shows the results of the fan-shaft connection geometries (elbows) with
guide vanes for elbows r/D = 0, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75 and the optimized cases. From
Figures 16–18, it can be concluded that the inclusion of the best guide vane designs allows
the flow velocity distribution to be comparable among the optimized geometries. All of
them have a small trail of lower speed downstream of each vane and a small area of low
speeds due to the separation of the flow from the inner wall. The highest static pressures
at each elbow are generated at the concave surface of each vane and to a lesser extent
downstream at the outer wall of each elbow.
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5.3. Comparison and Discussion

When comparing Figures 13 and 15, it can be inferred that the inclusion of guide vanes
reduces the flow separation zone by approximately 50% for all the cases. In addition, it
reduces the maximum speed at the same 0 r/D ratio by 18.7%. The low-speed zone on the
outer wall of the elbow is reduced. In the same way, when comparing Figures 14 and 16
it can be observed that the inclusion of guide vanes homogenize and reduce the static
pressures downstream of the elbow, reducing the width range of the static pressure at the
elbow by at least 5% as compared to an r/D equal to 0. Additionally, when comparing
Figures 15 and 18, it can be inferred that the inclusion of guide vanes reduces the area of
turbulence by approximately 50%, except in the case of the elbow with an r/D ratio equal
to 0.75, in which only a low reduction in magnitude is observed. Among the cases studied,
there is a reduction in maximum turbulence of 61%.

Figure 19 shows the shock factors for the experimental (blue line) and CFD simulated
(orange line) base cases and the optimized cases (grey line), where the head loss reductions
in the application of the guide vanes for the r/D ratio to 0, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75 are 79%, 72%,
60%, and 61%, respectively. One must also consider the difference or error between the
experimental data and CFD results (blue and orange lines), due to the turbulence model
being constrained to reach a more exact value. Therefore, it should be considered only as
an approximation to the final solution.
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6. Final Considerations

Figure 20 presents each elbow curvature radius and its extension, to show how
the infrastructure and the civil work required, that enables each geometry, can change
significantly according to the selected curvature radios. This parameter must be carefully
selected based on the shaft location, the quality of the rock, the available space for building,
the fan operational point, and the investment costs. The objective is to minimize the elbow
pressure loss to maximize the airflow volume injected into the mine, taking care to avoid
the stall point of the fan curve. Defining the most adequate configuration of the guide
vanes will require all these parameters to be considered.

Once the most adequate curvature radius is selected, it is recommended to perform
a CFD study specific for the defined case, as the methodology presented in the previous
sections is an approximation of the optimum with a level of uncertainty in the results.
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7. Conclusions

A study of guide vanes for the intake fan-duct connection has been presented. The
literature review shows the main variables studied that influence the elbow losses at
90◦, among which are the radius of curvature (r/D), the incorporation of guide vanes,
the number of vanes, the reduction of turbulence, its influence on friction losses, and
aerodynamics. Using the advantages of CFD modeling, the study collects all these variables,
combines and integrates them into a single study that allows selecting the optimized
characteristics according to the radius of curvature of choice. Close to 220 different cases
were solved to involve all different variables.

From the obtained results, it can be concluded that is only necessary to use guide
vanes for an r/D less than 1.0. For the elbow r/D ratios 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, it is not beneficial to
incorporate guide vanes, since it becomes counterproductive and only generates additional
shock losses. For the r/D ratio less than 1.0, the performing fan-shaft connection with r/D
rates of 0, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75 were analyzed and the best number of guide vanes inside are 4,
3, 2, and 1, respectively. If more guide vanes are incorporated, it only generates additional
shock losses. The upstream and downstream penetration for guide vanes from the elbow
is only applicable to r/D rates of 0 and 0.5 because additional friction losses from guide
vanes extensions add more losses from turbulence. The aerodynamic design represented
by Rc and W parameters were determined for each r/W case 0, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.75.

Including the optimal guide vanes defined geometries with r/D rates of 0, 0.5, 0.6,
and 0.75 allows for selecting the best performing solution in each case. The 3D models
show that guide vanes can reduce the area of turbulence and air vorticity in the internal
wall downstream of the elbow by approximately 50% or more. The velocity distribution is
homogenized after three diameters downstream of the elbows.

The parameters presented here can be scaled for other sizes, taking into account the
original 3.0 m diameter and their parameters for the final diameter. It should be considered
that the values obtained are only an approximation to the final solution. Future works
should consider experimental scale models and CFD simulations to improve the obtained
values by adjusting the turbulence models to reach more accurate results.
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